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1. General. – The Cyril Jackson School is situated in a very poor 

part of Limehouse. The environment is depressing, the boys 

come from poor homes and their scholastic ability is of a 

comparatively low order. This has been recognised by the 

provision on the same site of a special handwork room, 

which is used exclusively by this school, and the time table 

in consequence, for the past two years, has been modified 

accordingly. Conditions are, nevertheless, still exceedingly 

difficult. The Head Master, who has now been at the school 

for seven years, has been hampered by continuous personal 

ill-health and by the presence of a staff not strong as 

disciplinarians. There are four men and one woman teacher 

on the staff. Two men have served for very long periods in 

this school and one of these has not very good control over 

his class. Two of the others are comparatively young; one of 



them, whose good work does much to raise the standard of 

the school, teaches the top class with commendable results, 

but the other is not a strong enough disciplinarian to create a 

proper spirit of work in Class III which is admittedly the 

most difficult set in the school and contains many dull and 

backward boys. In spite of these weak spots, however, the 

Head Master has succeeded in producing a good standard of 

behaviour on the part of the boys in school hours, and in 

assembly and moving about the building they are prompt in 

obedience. The Head Master has also introduced the house 

and prefect system which has had good effect in encouraging 

in the boys a sense of responsibility. Two boys have won 

Trade Scholarships, two or three go to Central Schools each 

year, and one free place in a School of Engineering and one 

bursary to a Training College have been won. Posts have 

been obtained in the Silversmithing trade, where seven boys 

are now in Refining and four in the Craft side of the work. 

The employers appear to be pleased with the boys, and in 

one case presented to the school a silver cup made by two 

ex-scholars. 

 

 These are good individual achievements but more could be 

done to raise the general standard of the work which is not, 

on the whole, satisfactory at present. It is true that the 

difficulties are great owing to the fact that boys in Classes I 

and II spend two whole days in the handwork room and 

Class III is occupied there for the other remaining day. In 

consequence the syllabuses in ordinary subjects need 



modifying and reducing to the barest essentials and this has 

not yet been done. What is attempted should be thoroughly 

well taught and frequent revision should become customary. 

Some criticisms and suggestions which would make for 

general improvement are introduced in the reports which 

here follow on individual subjects. 

 

2. English. – Reading in the two lowest classes reaches a very 

fair level and noticeable improvement has been made in 

Class VI where there were some very poor readers a few 

months ago. A good choice of poems has been learnt in 

Classes V, IV and III but the speech and delivery of the boys 

in saying poetry is very poor as a rule. A definitely graded 

course in speech training is necessary and the need for this is 

very apparent. In the two top classes, taught by one master, 

there is great improvement in the general standard of work. 

The master is keenly interested in the boys and teaches with 

admirable skill and sympathy. The boys here answer 

intelligently and seem to have wakened up considerably. 

They acted a play; which had been previously produced at 

Christmas, with much spirit and enthusiasm. 

 

 Nearly all the written work is neatly done and though 

compositions do not give evidence of much talent a few 

interesting ones were seen in Class III and Class I. 

 

 In general, much more stress should be laid on the oral than 

on the written side of English in a school of this type. 



Reading aloud and speaking should be carefully taught and 

efforts should be made to enliven the lessons and make them 

interesting and varied rather than purely formal. More 

dramatic work should be introduced in the middle school as 

the boys do not seem to be lacking in intelligence which 

might, with advantage, be thus directed. 

 

3. History. – The syllabus in this subject needs entirely 

reorganising as at present it merely follows the text book in 

use in each class and the text book in some cases is 

unsuitable. Time charts should be hung on the walls in each 

room. From Class III upwards as the number of lessons has 

to be cut down on account of the special handwork course, a 

suitably concentrated syllabus should be drawn up for a 

three-year course with adequate revision of the whole in the 

top class. 

 

4. Geography. – Apart from certain details of sequence, which 

were discussed at the inspection, the syllabus in this subject 

is very suitable in scope and character. The teaching begins 

satisfactorily in the lower classes and is good in Classes I and 

II. In the middle of the school there is, under present 

arrangements, some lack of continuity; it should not be 

difficult to remedy this. 

 



 The boys in Class I keep very useful note books and 

collections of illustrations and it is suggested that this 

practice should begin lower down in the school. 

 

 More use should be made of practical exercises in 

Geography, i.e., the setting of tasks which demand on the 

part of the pupils the study of books and atlases, and the use 

of outline maps. 

 

 Some of the atlases are in an unserviceable condition and 

additional modern wall maps and a globe are required. Sets 

of up-to-date text books should be provided for Classes I, II 

and III. 

 

5. Arithmetic. – The results of teaching in this subject are 

generally weak. In the lower classes very slow but definite 

progress is being made, but more written work might well 

be done in Class V. Tables are very well known in Class IV 

but the processes of computation taught there should be 

simplified and reduced to a minimum and the teaching time 

thereby saved employed in getting further into the subject. 

The test done by Class III was disappointing; the knowledge 

of tables shown here was much below the average for boys 

of their age. In Classes I and II a praiseworthy effort is made 

to raise the standard, and the boys know what has been 

taught in these classes but their back knowledge is weak and 

even in Class II the multiplication table is not well known. 

 



 Every class works slowly and in many classes the standard 

of accuracy is low. Tables should be mastered earlier, and 

the simplest methods of computation, some of which are 

already used, should be systematically employed and 

redundant processes should be eliminated. Notation needs 

attention and tests in mental arithmetic should be included 

in the half-yearly examinations. 

 

6. Science. – The Science syllabus cannot be regarded as 

satisfactory and the Head Master has its revision in hand. 

 

 Nature study is at present limited to Class VI and is followed 

by lessons on general science, which includes a great deal of 

physical measurements. 

 

 It is suggested that Nature study should continue through 

Classes IV, V and VI, especially as there is on the staff a 

teacher qualified to specialise in it. Liberal illustration by 

means of growing plants and insects and by seasonal 

specimens will, of course, be necessary to bring the subject 

within the observational experience of the children. 

 

 A broad course of general science with demonstration 

lessons and practical experimental work is recommended for 

Classes I to III. This would be facilitated if the practical 

workroom (Room C) were fitted with a sink and two or three 

more gas points on one of the walls. 

 



 From the lessons heard in the various classes it is clear that 

the teaching is at present rather scrappy and inconsequent. 

The boys in the upper classes show interest in the subject 

and there is no doubt that they will respond to efforts which 

may be made to give Science its proper place in the 

curriculum. 

 

 A supply of apparatus will be necessary and a number of 

suitable science books should be added to the school library. 

 

7. Hygiene. – Hygiene is not being taught systematically in the 

school. This is a serious omission. Many of the boys are 

untidy and rather dirty and no effort should be spared to 

develop in them habits of personal cleanliness. 

 

8. Handicraft. – In the three junior classes the subject is taken by 

the class teacher. A little paper work is done in the lowest 

classes but this is not sufficiently developed. The best work 

is done in Class IV where the teacher is interested in raffia 

work and secures from the boys a good variety of exercises 

and a creditable standard of craftsmanship. It is, however, 

unfortunate that in a school of this type, greater efforts have 

not been made to co-ordinate the work of the different 

classes to provide a steadily progressive course for the junior 

classes as a whole. 

 

 In the senior division of the school this subject occupies a 

prominent place on the time table. The school possesses a 



craftroom equipped for woodwork and metalwork and has 

two specialist teachers of handicraft on the staff. The first 

two classes spend four sessions weekly in this room, the 

third class attends for two sessions. In the case of the first 

and second classes the allowance of time is considered 

excessive and it is suggested that it might safely be reduced 

without serious effect on the value and efficiency of the craft 

courses. 

 

 During the last year improvement has taken place in the 

general conduct of the Craftroom with the result that the 

work, as a whole, has benefited. The training in both 

Woodwork and Metalwork follows sensible lines and a very 

fair standard of craftsmanship is maintained. The Drawing 

in connection with Woodwork reaches a fairly good level; 

that in association with Metalwork is less satisfactory and 

there is little evidence of any attempt to raise the standard of 

the work recently. Without over-estimating the capabilities 

of these boys it is felt that in view of the time devoted to the 

subject it ought to be possible to make greater progress. The 

value of suitable communal work should not be overlooked 

and rather more might be done to improve the appearance of 

the room. 

 

9. Art. – Some interesting work has been done in the top class 

particularly in Pencil Drawing and in modelling of casts. 

Pastel Drawing and Raffia work are a special feature in Class 

IV where the boys show taste and interest in choosing 



colours and designs and where many useful articles have 

been made. The mistress who teaches this class is bright and 

keen and the boys derive much pleasure from this work. 

Probably it would be better in the school as a whole not to 

attempt such a large syllabus but to concentrate on two or 

three branches of Art only, especially as there is little time 

available for the subject. 

 

10. Music. – The singing of Classes I and II combined was 

agreeable in tone except for occasional chestiness, and much 

of the diction was good though the aspirate was usually 

absent and the vowel “i” very impure. Quite a good selection 

of songs had been learnt. Very little has been done in sight 

reading, the half-hour a week at present allocated being an 

inadequate time to allow of theory being properly taught. An 

hour a week for music should be regarded as a minimum, 

though a longer time than this could with advantage be 

devoted to music. 

 

11. Physical Education. – The physical training of the school is 

taken by the five members of the staff. The teacher 

responsible for the work of Classes I and II is a good teacher 

who obtains a keen response from his boys. Effective work 

was also seen in Classes III and IV. The teachers who take 

the physical training of Classes V and VI work earnestly and 

in some respects successfully – the lessons seen, however, 

needed better organisation, whilst a more careful selection of 

games and jumps is desirable so as to ensure that all are 



adequately exercised. Some lack of co-ordination so far as 

the games and jumping activities are concerned was 

noticeable throughout the school, and it is suggested that a 

progressive scheme embracing these activities should be 

drawn up. It is recommended that each class should receive 

an additional lesson each week. The playground needs 

marking out for games. 

 

Much credit is due to those teachers who give up their own 

time to foster the extra-mural games. 

 

12. Conclusion. – The organisation of the school would be 

improved by gathering the older backward boys together in 

a small class and planning for them an exceedingly simple 

curriculum including a generous measure of handwork. 

Further, some specialisation should be attempted in the 

teaching of Music and Drawing and in other subjects as 

favourable opportunities occur. The reduction of the time 

spent by Classes I and II in the handwork room would 

facilitate the reorganisation of syllabus necessary in most 

subjects and should in time produce a better standard of 

work. 

 

A school where conditions are as difficult as in this one must 

inevitably be a continual drain on the resourcefulness and 

inspiration of the Head. The future is not free from anxiety 

as the Head Master is not enjoying good health and is 



suffering from the strain of many years’ work in a poor and 

depressing neighbourhood. 

 

G.H. Gater, Education Officer 
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